Make your Own Bookmark!

What you'll need:
Scissors  
Hole Punch  
String or Ribbon  
Crayons, Markers, or Colored Pencils  

Step 1:  
Color the front of the bookmark.

Step 2:  
Color the front of the bookmark.

Step 3:  
Use a hole punch or scissors to carefully cut a hole in the top circle.

Step 4:  
Pull a string or ribbon through the hole and make a knot.

Now you have a bookmark with fun facts about the Las Vegas Wash. Use it to mark your place in your favorite book. To make it last longer, laminate it.
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The Las Vegas Wash is 12 miles long.

The Las Vegas Wash is located in the southeast Las Vegas Valley.

The Wash provides habitat for many kinds of animals including foxes, coyotes, rabbits, snakes and lizards.

Over 200 kinds of birds have been identified in the Las Vegas Wash.

Several different kinds of water feed the Las Vegas Wash including storm water, shallow groundwater, urban runoff and water treatment outflows.

Evidence of Native American use 5,000 years ago has been found near the Wash.

The Las Vegas Wash helps clean water before it enters Lake Mead.

Protecting the Las Vegas Wash is important for all of us.